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Foreword

Dr. L. Brzoska

CEO

A. Jansen

SVP HR

Dear Sir / Madam, 

At the heart of our work is the objective to create sustainable values 

and uphold ethical principles. These are integral parts of our corpo-

rate culture and are the motivation behind our continuous striving 

for innovation. We take responsibility – for our employees, custom-

ers, business partners and all our activities worldwide. 

As a family company, we are characterised by respect, integrity,  

high business ethics as well as sustainable and environmentally 

friendly business practices. Our employees form the backbone of 

the Jungheinrich Group. Their protection and well-being, respect 

for their rights and their support are very important to us. A special 

bond with our customers and business partners has been the basis 

of our success for many decades. 

We are committed to the upholding of human rights worldwide and 

subscribe to the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights, the OECD Guidelines for Multinational Enterprises, the core 

labour standards of the International Labour Organisation (ILO) 

and the National Action Plan on Business and Human Rights (NAP). 

Respect for local requirements is essential to us. 

As a global provider of solutions for intralogistics, we always think in 

terms of social, environmental and economic aspects. 

Jungheinrich AG
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1.1. We uphold human rights 

As one of the world’s leading solution providers for intralogistics, we 

take responsibility for our employees, customers, business partners 

as well as for our products and actions all over the world. We are a 

family business and value-based actions are part of our corporate 

culture. We always require our employees, customers and business 

partners around the world to act responsibly, ethically, sustainably 

and in compliance with the law. We uphold and respect human 

rights. Violations and misconduct will lead to serious consequences. 

If a national regulation provides for stricter provisions, these shall 

take precedence.

1.2. We implement national and international directives

We are committed to the upholding of human rights worldwide 

and support the United Nations’ Universal Declaration of Human 

Rights. In addition, we follow the OECD Guidelines for Multinational 

Enterprises, the core labour standards of the International Labour 

Organisation (ILO) and, within Germany, the National Action Plan for 

Business and Human Rights (NAP). 

Introduction1
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2.1. Our working conditions

We pay wages and benefits that do not fall below the minimum 

legal or industry standards. We ensure compliance with national 

laws and regulations or industry standards regarding working hours, 

breaks and holidays. This also applies to those employees who due 

to their role do not have a permanent position at one of our sites, 

for example service engineers. 

Globally, we offer very good working conditions, flexible working 

models and different career models, promote innovative ideas and 

give our employees the space they need to develop. We also pro-

vide our employees with a wide range of training and development 

opportunities. Moreover, we respect the right to rest, including paid 

leave, and the right to family life.

2.2. Our mission for more inclusion and diversity

We are a non-discriminatory company and treat all employees 

equally, with dignity and respect. Jungheinrich’s goal is to prevent or 

eliminate discrimination based on age, physical or mental disability, 

ethnic origin, external appearance, skin colour, gender, pregnancy, 

sexual orientation, nationality and religion of its employees.  

We do not tolerate any kind of physical, mental, sexual or verbal 

abuse, harassment or physical or mental coercion in our operations 

or in the performance of work for Jungheinrich. We expect our 

employees to treat colleagues as well as customers and business 

partners respectfully, professionally and fairly.

Measures to uphold human rights and  
occupational health and safety 2
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2.3. Our collective rights

We respect the right to freedom of contract and collective bargain-

ing in accordance with applicable laws and regulations. A trust-

ing and close relationship with the employee representatives is an 

important aspect of our business conduct. Mutual trust and coop-

eration is based on an open and constructive dialogue and respect 

from both parties. Agreements resulting from collective bargaining 

are documented transparently for all employees and are imple-

mented.

2.4. Our commitment to health and safety in the workplace

We place particular importance on health and safety in the work-

place. We ensure high uniform standards worldwide. Our internal 

guidelines, processes and occupational safety management for 

recognising and avoiding potential risks, hazard prevention, as well 

as plant safety and health and safety in the workplace are subject 

to continuous improvement. We ensure compliance with applica-

ble occupational health and safety laws, rules and regulations, and 

ensure safe and healthy working conditions for our employees. In 

addition, we support the continuous development of occupational 

health and safety measures and systems and offer our employees 

specific support in the form of training.  

Our main components and operational principles are:

	X Managers acknowledge the responsibility of duties assigned to 

them and are role models in implementing occupational health 

and safety in the workplace.

	X Our employees act in accordance with safety regulations and 

make an active contribution to the improvement of occupational 

health and safety.

	X Through education and further training, we enable our employees 

to successfully implement our operational principles. In this way, 

all employees commit to reporting hazards and potential dangers 

to their supervisor, the safety expert or a safety officer.

Measures to uphold human rights and  
occupational health and safety2
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Measures to uphold human rights and  
occupational health and safety 2

	X Taking the state of technology and occupational medicine into 

account, our workspaces are designed with health, ergonomics 

and safety in mind, and are regularly checked for hazards.

	X Injuries, accidents or work-related illness should be avoided. All 

accidents are documented and analysed in order to take appro-

priate measures to prevent recurrence. We strive to reduce the 

number of accidents at work keeping associated lost days to a 

minimum.

2.5. Our fight against forced and child labour

We respect and support compliance with internationally recognised 

human rights and do not tolerate forced labour, child labour, pun-

ishment, slavery or human trafficking. We comply with the minimum 

age for employment in accordance with the applicable national 

regulations. If there is no national legislation in place, we follow the 

internationally recognised standards of the United Nations. Separate 

reference is made to country-specific regulations, such as the UK 

Modern Slavery Act. 

	X Jungheinrich UK Modern Slavery Statement

https://www.jungheinrich.co.uk/resource/blob/112444/b1be98089453595e48432e0f2b5c8ce7/download-modern-slavery-act-jungheinrich-uk-modern-slavery-statement-data.pdf
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Measures to uphold human rights and  
occupational health and safety2

2.6. Our qualification programme

The personal and professional further training of our employees is 

based on the following points:

	X Systematic promotion and development of talent

	X A large interdisciplinary selection of internal training sessions

	X Our Group-wide established understanding of leadership

	X Strategic and international development for managers

	X High-quality and successful trainee programme, in place for more 

than 40 years

	X Coaching, mentoring and other individual development formats

	X Cooperation with international external partners in the area of 

qualification and further training

The Jungheinrich Training Centre offers the following services:

	X   Comprehensive qualification concepts for all sales target groups 

(incl. certifications)

	X The Jungheinrich “CAMPUS” as a digital learning platform for all 

employees worldwide

	X In-house trainer qualification via the Jungheinrich Trainer Academy

	X An international disseminators system that ensures the 

 implementation of globally adapted training standards

	X   Establishment of a quality management system to permanently 

maintain our qualification standards

	X Continuous further development of all training courses via the 

 Jungheinrich Academy

Our aim is to ensure performance capability and employability in the 

long term. In addition to professional qualifications, personal devel-

opment is also of central importance. Equal opportunity is a key 

aspect for us in terms of access to qualifications and training. 
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Measures to uphold human rights and  
occupational health and safety 2

2.7. Our commitment to the right to privacy and the  

protection of personal data

We process data from business partners such as customers and 

suppliers, but also from employees and applicants. This includes 

personal data and it must therefore be treated in accordance with 

data protection regulations. We respect the data privacy rights and 

fundamental rights of each individual and comply with the relevant 

statutes – in particular the European General Data Protection  

Regulation – for the protection and security of personal data.  

We ensure that the data is secure, not misused or lost. We also 

ensure that we process data in a transparent manner.

This is ensured by a Group-wide data protection management 

system with appropriate internal guidelines, detailed work instruc-

tions, employee training on data protection due diligence, including 

ensuring an appropriate level of technical security and correspond-

ing structures of our information systems. 

Further information on data protection, including contact data, can be 

found in our data privacy policy at www.jungheinrich.com. 

	X Jungheinrich data privacy policy 

https://www.jungheinrich.com/en/data-privacy-14660
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Expectations and handling external partners3

Our requirements of business partners and contractors

For Jungheinrich, integrity is not only the basis for close coopera-

tion within our company, but also for cooperation with our suppli-

ers, customers and other business partners. We have defined our 

basic principles in a Code of Conduct. On this basis, we seek  

cooperation with partners who follow the same principles. 

	X Jungheinrich Code of Conduct 

	X Jungheinrich Supplier Code 

https://www.jungheinrich.com/resource/blob/5970/f24cd0894299a05a4bdec30210f07a3c/verhaltenskodex-2020-data.pdf
https://www.jungheinrich.com/en/about-us/purchasing/transparency-and-responsibility-in-our-supply-chain-655322
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4.1. Our responsibility

As an international family business, value-based actions are of 

particular importance to us. We are committed to respecting and 

upholding human rights. We ensure that all employees are familiar 

with and comply with our quality requirements and standards, as 

laid out in our Code for Human Rights and Occupational Health and 

Safety. All employees, as well as external third parties, have various 

direct or anonymous contact options at their disposal.

4.2. Our inspection body 

We expect the Code for Human Rights and Occupational Health and 

Safety to be complied with by all Jungheinrich companies world-

wide. The Jungheinrich Group Audit department is responsible for 

regularly monitoring this compliance. 

4.3. Your contact options

Our employees have a number of personal contact options at their 

disposal. They may choose to contact their direct superior, the 

compliance officer in their unit or the central compliance officer to 

clarify any questions of doubt or possible violations. They may also 

use the Jungheinrich OpenLine anonymously. 

We also offer personal contacts for external third parties. In addition, 

with our Jungheinrich OpenLine portal and phone line, you can 

contact the central compliance officer anonymously. 

For information on this, visit:

	X www.jungheinrich.com/compliance

Implementation and review of the Code for 
Human Rights and Occupational Health and 
Safety
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https://www.jungheinrich.com/en/investor-relations/corporate-governance/compliance-6230


Jungheinrich Aktiengesellschaft

Friedrich-Ebert-Damm 129

22047 Hamburg 

Germany

Telephone +49 40 6948-0

Telefax +49 40 6948-1777

info@jungheinrich.com

www.jungheinrich.com
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